Beating the Bounds Walk: 7th July 2018
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FORTHCOMING HLHS MEETINGS AND EVENTS - WHAT'S IN STORE?
Tue 4th Sep 2018
AGM followed by a talk on Heavitree Pleasure Ground, by Parklife
Heavitree.
Sun 14th Oct 2018
Heavitree walk - Explore the historic area around Heavitree Bridge
including St Loyes Chapel, Heavitree Quarry and the Ringswell gallows
site. Meet at 2.00pm at the entrance to Heavitree Pleasure Ground on
Whipton Lane. Duration: Around 1.5 hours. Admission: Free.
Tue 4th Dec 2018
'Mobs, crowds and the outcasts in Exeter’ - Todd Gray
Tue 5th Mar 2019
'Opulent Heavitree' - Joint meeting with Interwoven / Heavitree
Squilometre
Tue 4th Jun 2019
'From Exeter to Heavitree by Tram' - Dr Julia Neville
Tue 3rd Sep 2019
AGM
All meetings (apart from the walk) start at 7.30pm and are held in the
Rifford Room at Heavitree Parish Church.

Six of us braved Exeter's heatwave to Beat the Bounds this year. Three members
returned home (to watch the football!) halfway around, and finished the walk the
following weekend. Three of us completed it all on the Saturday, taking about seven
and a half hours.
We followed the same route as last year, taking in nine stones, spread over fourteen
or so miles, and traversing a real range of landscapes: from the thundering traffic of
Livery Dole, to the beautiful country paths and fields of Stoke Hill Woods; from the
leafy paths next to the canal, to the charmless concrete streets of Sowton. The
relentless sun and heat, parched fields, yellowing grass, cracked ground and
chirruping crickets made for a really memorable walk.
A little about the history of Beating the Bounds. For at least 1000 years prior to 1913,
when it was annexed
by Exeter, Heavitree
parish, which included
Polsloe, Stoke Hill,
Whipton, Broadfields
and Wonford, looked
after its own affairs. As
land-owners
and
residents had to pay a
tithe or tax to their
parish church it was
essential that the vicar

and church officials knew the precise
extent of their parish. The parish
gradually became the accepted local
government unit below the county and
was given responsibility for administering
the poor law acts, highway maintenance
and enforcing the law.
Boundary stones or markers rarely
defined every bend and kink in parish
boundaries and as accurate maps only
became available in the late 19th century,
parish councils used a technique to define and identify boundaries which dated back
to ancient Greece and the Romans. It went under the name of 'Beating the Bounds'.
Throughout the country, vicars and parish officials led a group of their parishioners,
including in many places young boys, around their parish boundary. Each boundary
stone, or significant bend in the boundary, was struck with a willow wand or a rock.
In many parishes a boy was raised by
the ankles and his head was bounced
on the stone or the ground. The
reasoning was that making young boys
witness and take part in the ceremony
would ensure the survival of the group
memory and they would make
convincing witnesses if the boundary
dispute was ever brought to court.
Perambulating Heavitree's twenty
mile boundary took most of a day and
regular stops for refreshment were
required. On returning to the church an ale-feast was often held. Many parishioners
used the occasion as an excuse to get drunk and misbehave. It is perhaps no
coincidence that the word 'bounder' means a cad or person of objectionable
manners.
Some of the stones which marked the
boundary of Heavitree parish have been
in existence for many centuries (numbers
1, 3, 4 and 6), but in 1897 the Heavitree
Urban District Council celebrated Queen
Victoria's Diamond Jubilee by erecting
some additional stones (numbers 2, 5,
possibly 7, 8 and 9) and reviving the
Beating the Bounds ceremony which had
lapsed over the years. The ceremony

again lapsed after the 1913
annexation, but was revived for a
second time in 1975 by a group of
local enthusiasts. Since then the
ceremony has taken place every
three
years
or
so.
A couple more stones have been
discovered: one that had been
buried as part of the kerb (stone
number 2); one that was
rediscovered by David Morrish
(stone number 4) and one that a
HLHS member spotted, discarded on top of a pile of rubbish (stone number 5). A
booklet published in 2007 by the HLHS exists containing a record of Heavitree's
surviving parish and the UDC boundary stones and a description of how to follow as
closely as possible the 1897 boundary.
This was the first time that I have taken
part in this walk, and what I enjoyed most
about it was the opportunity for
conversation as we walked. In addition to
learning lots of interesting facts and
anecdotes about the boundary stones, I
also learnt from all the other walkers as
we chatted about the history of the
places around us. Amongst the topics
discussed were the old Female
Reformatory in Polsloe Road (if anyone
knows any more about the history of this place, or fancies researching it for us, do
let us know!); Stoke Hill Camp and old Roman signal station; Countess Weir Paper
Mill and the blooming Styrax Obassia tree in Heavitree. I was also impressed that
Terry used to walk 100 miles at a time!
Although this did make our 14 mile walk
seem less impressive.
We had one non-HLHS member join us on
the walk, and his account of the day
makes a good read on his blog:
https://ukrobertslack.blogspot.com/.
There are also more photos of the day on
the HLHS website. Maybe it'll inspire you
to join us for the walk, or part of the walk,
next year!
Sally Robinson

Dr Mark Hailwood - Alehouses and Drinking Culture.
A look back at what was going on in our public houses in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.

The pub is arguably the most important cultural institution in English history. Few
places can have claimed so much of the time and money of the English people, who
have so often stepped through its doors to meet friends, to find sustenance, to look
for work, to chat about the burning issues of the day, or even in hope of finding love.
Any institution that has witnessed so much of the day-to-day activities that make up
the messy stuff of social history demands our attention.
Mark has just written a book about the history of the English pub between 1550 and
1700. This is the period when the pub – or the alehouse as it was known at the time
– first became properly established as a key institution within England's towns and
villages: we tend to think of the pub as a timeless feature of English cultural life,
something that has always been there, but actually, it was only in the Tudor and
Stuart period that it became an important institution that could be found in virtually
every settlement in the land.
Of course, pubs had existed earlier than the 1500s, but to get the story straight we
need to make a distinction between the different types of pubs that existed. Indeed,
the term 'pub' would not have been recognised at that time – it only came into use
in the 19th century as an abbreviation of 'public house', which itself had only
emerged at end of 1600s as a catch all term for drinking establishments, which were
divided by contemporaries into three categories: inns, taverns and alehouses.
Inns: large, purpose-built establishments; main function was to provide lodging,
stabling and refreshment for travellers — such as, famously, Chaucer's pilgrims at
the George in Southwark — first began to appear in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries; mainly located in towns and on major roads.
Taverns: specialising in the retail of wine (upper ranks of society); appears in the
historical record from the twelfth century onwards. Mostly located in large towns
and cities, small number.

Both of these tended to cater to a
wealthier clientele.
Alehouses catered to the more humble
consumer, but were not common before
the Black Death in the mid-1300s. Not
that drinking was not important: ale was
consumed as alternative to water on
daily basis by men, women and children;
people produced their own at home –
brewing was part of the long list of duties
performed by women within the
household; it was not that strong.
There was some retail: people might
produce a small surplus, it didn't keep so you sold it: a branch or bush placed outside
alerted
potential
customers, which is
also the origins of the
pub sign – but very few
people operated as
permanent alehouses;
they were off-licences
rather than sites of
recreation.
The 1500s saw two major developments that transformed the role of the alehouse
in society. The first was a revolution in brewing techniques precipitated by humble
hops, which technically distinguished beer (hopped) from ale (unhopped). Hops
acted as a preservative, so whereas ale spoiled quickly and was thus produced in
small batches, beer kept for longer, could be brewed in larger quantities, and
transported over longer distances. This led to larger scale commercial brewing
operations, less domestic production, and an increased role for commercial
retailing. People still brewed ale, but came to prefer beer, which was easier to buy.
It went from a domestic to a commercial trade.
The second major change was the Reformation. Before the Reformation, church
festivals had been the focus of much communal and recreational public drinking –
hosted either in the churchyard or in purpose-built church-houses – but as
Protestant reformers came to attack drunkenness in general, they also focused in
particular on its association with worship and sacred space. The result was that the
number of festivals was curtailed and communal recreational drinking was forced
out of churchyard – and into the newly emerging commercial alehouse.

These developments saw a rise in
alehouse numbers. The number of
alehouses in England doubled
between the 1570s (c.24,000, or 1
to every 142 inhabitants) and 1630s
(c.50,000, or 1 to every 95
inhabitants).
The more permanent alehouse was
still humble and was run out of
people's houses. Evidence from
probate inventories — a sourcetype that probably over-represents
those at the larger, wealthier end of the scale — suggests the average alehouse
contained five rooms, including lofts, cellars, outbuildings and lodging rooms: some
of them were moving into provision of lodging for the more humble, horse-less
traveller: this was pretty rudimentary, on a bench or sharing with proprietors!
Although some alehouses ran into double figures in the number of rooms, and most
seem to have offered a choice of separate chambers to drinkers, many would have
been run out of a single room. Furniture was rudimentary — a few tables and
benches — but the atmosphere was enhanced by pasting printed broadsides to the
walls, and a fire for customers to warm themselves beside was an essential feature.
So, it was during this period in the 16th and 17th centuries that the more permanent
alehouse, with its recreational function, was established as a fixture of village life.
However, this rise in
prominence did not go
uncontested.
Puritan
religious reformers feared
that alehouses were
serving as 'nurseries of all
vice and sin' – and kept
people from going to
church.
The
central
government worried that
they provided venues for
people to talk politics, and
many wealthier villagers
and townsfolk (who quite
happily frequented inns and taverns themselves) were concerned that poor men
were spending too much time and money in alehouses and not enough at home.
None of these groups wanted to ban alehouses altogether: ale and beer were seen
as essential components of the daily diet of pretty much everyone, and needed to
be widely available to purchase (and cheaply too – price regulation).

First they tried to limit numbers with the 1552 Licensing Act (licenses were supposed
to be reserved for those who had no other means of income; widows become very
prominent as alehouse keepers).
This did little to halt growth in numbers, so in early years of 17th century central
government passed a raft of legislation aimed at limiting recreational drinking in
alehouses: 1 hour time limit; 9pm closing time; no games were allowed;
drunkenness a crime with 5/- fine (about four days' wages for a craftsman in the
building trade) – all designed to police the border between drinking for sustenance
and drinking for fun [none of this applied to inns and taverns, of course].
This was a remarkably ambitious campaign on part of government to police people's
everyday leisure activities; it provides an interesting case-study in state formation.
It was not successful, in large part because it relied on village constables to police it:
these were usually amateur, unpaid, serving for one year and reluctant to upset
their neighbours. However, some shared the concerns of government and
preachers, and did try, at least to enforce the laws.
Let’s look at one indicative example of how they got on:
In 1637, William Mores of North Cadbury, Somerset, a husbandman and village
constable, was requested by the JPs to present any disorders within his parish – so
he duly presented Walter Pitman for selling ale without license. A campaign of
retribution followed – just a few days after he had reported Pitman, Mores tells us
that ‘in the night time the door and glass windows of his dwelling-house were
daubed all over with the filth of a privy, a reek of hay standing in a close of his was
thrown down, and perhaps most intriguingly, ‘an anonymously authored lewd Latin
libel was cast into his house’ warning him off such officious behaviour in future.
This was fairly typical of the kind of response mounted by alehouse keepers and
their customers to these attempts to regulate them – there are a great many more
discussed in the book. In short, they
weren’t having it. Whilst constables
struggled to bring the laws against
alehouse recreation to bear on the
ground in local communities, a culture
of alehouse recreation began to
flourish.
One area this can be seen is in the
emergence of a new print product in
the early years of 17th century – the
'good fellowship' ballad. Essentially
drinking songs, printed on a single
sheet of paper, designed to be sold,

performed and pasted up in alehouses. Ballads such as
these celebrated an alehouse culture centred on
liberal alcohol consumption, based around the
drinking of 'healths', conducted in a spirit of joviality
and merriment, which was thought to reinforce
camaraderie and bonhomie.
That the alehouse was becoming a hub for liberal
drinking rituals can also be glimpsed, occasionally, in
court records from the period. The following events
were recorded in a particularly detailed witness
deposition of alehouse antics provided by one John
Oultings, who spent a night at an alehouse in the Essex
parish of Layer Marney in 1604.
On his arrival he found John Lufkin, Thomas Marsh, and other unnamed men
drinking together. It's not entirely clear whether our deponent joined these men or
watched them from across the room, but at around 9pm he witnessed John Lufkin
call for 'a huge great stone pot'—'conteyneinge by his estemacon very nere two
gallons' (16 pints) of beer—a vessel that was apparently known to the drinkers by
the name of 'Fowler'—a rather odd nickname for a drinking vessel, the provenance
of which will become clear. Oultings was not interested in participating in whatever
drinking ritual was about to ensue, and retired to his bed chamber.
He rose the next morning between 4 and 5 am, only to find Lufkin and his fellow
drinkers still 'playing', as he put it, with the great stone pot. One of the company had
apparently been defeated in the attempt to drain this mighty vessel, for Thomas
Marsh was, as Oultings observed, 'so drunk he fell fast asleep at the table, hanging
down his head, foaming, slavering, and pissing as he sat'. He had, in short, got so
drunk he had befouled himself.
That was not the end of his indignity. One of the company fetched a sack, and placed
it over Marsh's head, whereupon John Lufkin, the ring-leader of the drinking
company, bellowed in Marsh's ears that he too would
forever after bear the nickname 'Fowler'. Just to top off
the shaming ritual, Lufkin undid Marsh's codpiece, and
left him sitting there, unconscious, soiled, and with what
contemporaries would have referred to as his 'carnal
instrument' publicly exposed: a gesture intended to
literally and symbolically expose his manhood, or lack of.
[It's worth mentioning here that this deposition was
given as evidence against the ring leader John Lufkin for
neglecting his duties as – you guessed it – village
constable: he was the man responsible for prohibiting
such behaviour in his parish].
As this particular incident attests to, drinking bouts were

becoming an increasingly important way in which men sought to affirm their manly
credentials, engaging in drinking competitions in attempts to show they could hold
their drink better than other men.
It would be wrong to think of alehouses as male only spaces. People usually assume
that the pub has been an almost exclusively male space throughout most of its
history, yet whilst 'good fellowship' was undoubtedly a male dominated activity,
female participation in it was not unusual, and possibly even routine.
Counting up the evidence from court records such as the one just mentioned,
suggests that as many as 30% of the people mentioned drinking in alehouses in the
records were women. Wives commonly drank with their husbands; mixed-gender
groups of young people regularly frequented alehouses – indeed, it was the centre
of courtship in most villages.
We shouldn't paint too rosy a
picture; the records also reveal
many victims of sexual assault,
and even instances of rape
resulting in death. Despite the
risks involved for women in
frequenting alehouses (and it
should be said that sexual assault
appears to have been more often
directed at female alehouse workers rather than customers, perhaps because the
latter usually came with male relatives or friends – and it was also no doubt the case
that some alehouses were known to be safer than others) many women did
participate in good fellowship.
As the 17th century progressed, the popularity of the alehouse soared, and
recreational drinking in them became one of the nation's favourite pastimes. How
did all of this play out at the local level here in Exeter?
A few cases can give us a flavour of the 17th century pub scene in our city. In 1615,
one Joanna Hall, a 67 year old widow, was running an alehouse called ‘The Fryers’
in Exeter, where Henry Cockeram and Elizabeth Sharpley agreed to marry. We don’t
know exactly where the Fryers was, but it’s possible the name came from the fact it
was in the buildings of the old Greyfriars or the old Blackfriars – friaries that were
disbanded at the Reformation. If so, it's most likely the former, as the latter was
given to the Earl of Bedford in 1539 and converted into a grand town house, Bedford
House. Greyfriars was situated just outside the old South Gate, where Friars Gate
and Friars Walk still exist as street names – so the closest existing pub today is
probably the Hour Glass.
In 1618, John Taylor, Richard Pitts and John Searle ‘being going down a pair of stairs
unto the cellar in Mistress Drake’s house at the Sign of the Bear in Southgate Street
in Exeter’, heard Alice Skinner ‘use these slanderous words following unto Alice
Drake and Ann Barnes, they being then in the said cellar, she said that the said Alice

Drake was an old whore, and a rotten whore, and a bawd, and she also called the
said Ann Barons, whore, and filthy whore, and base whore, with diverse other
scandalous words to the like effect’. We know where this was – The Bear, which was
a drinking establishment on that spot until the 1880s and had been part of a Priory
before the Reformation, so this certainly was an example of a former religious
building becoming a pub, and makes our Friars theory more likely.
The case is a defamation case and also shows us another example of women drinking
in 17th century pubs. It is also a reminder that it wasn’t always ‘good fellowship’
going on: arguments and quarrels were a common feature of alehouse life too.
The photos below show the site in 1618, 1881 and 2018.

In another case, from, 1662, one Mary Bergin, a 22 year old spinster from Tedburn
St Mary, came with her sister Agnes Bergin to the City of Exeter about some business
when they were desired by Joane Liddon to drink a glass of wine and upon her
entreaty they went into a tavern at the Sign of the Bear within the said City. There
the said Liddon calling for wine there happened to be some difference between her
and John Collier, and amongst other words the said John Collier did in great anger
and a railing manner call Joane Liddon drunken whore.
It seems to have become a more upmarket tavern by this time; still attracting female
patrons though – Exeter, being a big city, may well have been more progressive than
its neighbouring rural settlements in this regard. Perhaps these young women from
Tedburn were taking the chance to enjoy a drink with a bit more freedom than they
could have done in their home village, but clearly doing so too often could call your
reputation into question, as Joane Liddon found out.
So, we can get some snapshots of pub life in Exeter from these local court records.
There are no doubt many more.
We’ve seen that alehouse-going was on the rise as a cultural activity for men and
women, despite the hostility of church and state. Indeed, faced with the
ineffectiveness and unpopularity of their laws against drinking, the authorities'
campaign against the alehouse gradually fizzled out as the 17th century progressed.
After 1660, the concern shifted to coffeehouse politics. The coffeehouse was now
the site of political disloyalty and sedition; beer drinking was seen as a loyal activity.
However, much more so than coffee, it was gin that had taken the heat off the
alehouse.

In sharp contrast to his condemnation of gin drinking, Hogarth praised alehouses as
hearty and healthy environments that played an important role in ensuring the
wellbeing of the English people. This is evidence of just how far the institution had
come from its origins as a temporary off-license in the Middle Ages. Its role as the
key site of English recreational life of ordinary men and women had become
assured. The pub had won the battle for the hearts and minds of the English people.

Heavitree Quarries Performances and Trails
This summer, the Squilometre Group put on two performances about the history of
Heavitree Stone.
The first took place in the
little lane just behind St
Michael's Church, and the
second on the Quay.
I was lucky enough to catch
both of them, and enjoyed
seeing how they approached
creating a drama about
Heavitree Stone! Their
approach was to have actors
playing Heavitree Stone, vs.
various other materials
(concrete breeze blocks,
granite etc).

The group have also
produced a fantastic set of
guided tours of Heavitree
Stone within the city.
Leaflets are available and
their website is really worth
a look: http://heavitree
quarrytrails.org.uk/.
Sally Robinson

NON HISTORY SOCIETY EVENTS

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Alternate Fridays 10-12 - Heavitree Friendly Library - St Michael's Church. All
welcome for books, tea, coffee cake and storytime.

A reminder that subs for the year to 31st Aug 2019 are now due. They remain at
£10 for the year.

Wed 12th Sep 2018 - Exeter History Society - Guided walk of Ashclyst Forest.

You can pay your subs in one of 3 ways:

Sat 15th Sep 2018 - Friends of Higher Cemetery - The American Soldier. A talk by
Michael Parrott.

a) Cash (please try to have to exact amount)

Sat 6th Oct 2018 - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Walter Daw. A talk by Christine
Trigger.
Wed 10th Oct 2018 - Exeter History Society - Exeter Cathedral.
Sun 11th Nov 2018 - Friends of Higher Cemetery - The End of World War 1. A talk
by Todd Gray.
Wed 14th Nov 2018 - Exeter History Society - The Mills of Old Exeter.
Wed 12th Dec 2018 - Exeter History Society - A Tudor Christmas.
Sat 16th Mar 2019 - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Railways in Exeter. A talk by
Richard Westlake MBE.
Sat 13th Apr 2019 - Friends of Higher Cemetery - The Making of Stained Glass. A
talk by Rev Andrew Johnson.
Sat 11th May 2019 - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Shapland & Ladell. A talk by
Michael Parrott about two local artists of the 19th/20th century.
Wed 12th Jun 2019 - Friends of Higher Cemetery - Woman & Her World. A walk in
the cemetery, led by Rachel Parrott.

If you know of any events that you think members might appreciate, please
contact me and I will include them in this section.
This Newsletter was published by the Heavitree Local History Society
Editor: Sally Robinson, 48 Regent Square, Exeter, EX1 2RL
Email: sallykernick2@ yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 01392 757004
www.heavitreelocalhistorysociety.co.uk

b) Cheque for £10 payable to Heavitree Local History Society (pay on the night
or send to Mr J D Wright, 21Thorn Close, Exeter, EX1 3HW)
c) BACS transfer from your bank account. Our account details are: Account
name: Heavitree Local History Society, Sort-code: 52-41-60, Account no.:
23261021. Please include a reference so I can tell who the subs relate to (e.g.
Wright - Membership 2018-19) when I get the bank statement. Several of
you enquired about this method last year, and used it successfully; it’s a real
time-saver once set up, and can be done from the comfort of your own home
without the need for cash or a cheque.
If you do use method c), it’s vital that you inform me that you’ve paid using this
method. We only get a quarterly bank statement at the start of Sep, Dec, Mar &
Jun, and we don’t have on-line banking for the HLHS as it’s a real pain to set up
for a dual-signatory account. It’s quite probable that I won’t see you’ve paid until
the start of Dec by the which time I’ll be harassing you wanting to know why
you’ve not paid.
I’m not going to ask you all to complete a membership form this year as many
never bother, and for the faithful few who do it’s merely a formality. May I ask
that if there are changes of address or contact details that you simply inform me
if and when they should occur.
Jonathan Wright (HLHS Treasurer)

Heavitree Local History Society
Annual Accounts for the period 01/09/2017 - 31/08/2018
2016/17

2017/18

£ 460.00
£ 55.00
£ 2.00

£ 455.00
£ 92.00
£ 28.00

Income
Subscriptions
Donations / Visitor Fees
Book Sales

Total Income

£

517.00

£

575.00

Expenditure
Photocopying
Postage
Stationary
Refreshments
Website (Domain name; Storage) [2 years]
British Association for Local History
Heavitree Parish Council - Room Hire
Speaker's Expenses
Gift in memorium of Den Perrin
Gift in memorium of David Morrish

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

60.06
4.12
19.65
65.00
70.00
80.00
-

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

35.12
6.72
11.51
61.90
75.00
120.00
50.00
50.00

Total Expenditure

£

298.83

£

410.25

Surplus/Deficit For The Year

£

218.17

£

164.75

Opening Balance

£

920.49

£ 1,138.66

Closing Balance

£ 1,138.66

£ 1,303.41

Notes on Accounts
1. Membership: 34 (2012/13), 47 (2013/14), 42 (2014/15), 39 (2015/16), 46 (2016/17), 48 (2017/18)
2. Photocopying expenses: 2017/18 are to Dec 2017 only.
Just 4 hard-copies of newsletter now produced - costs absorbed by distributors
3. Website expenses: paid every 2 years in order to reduce costs slightly
4. Room hire: 2016/17 = 3 meetings (£10 / hr + £10 kitchen use in Dec);
2017/18 = 4 meetings (£15 / hr + no extra for kitchen use)
5. Speaker's expenses: £0 for 2017-18 as no speakers requested expenses be paid
6. Gifts in memorium: Den Perrin = Cats Protection Axehayes, David Morrish = Médecins Sans Frontières

